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ABSTRACT. The system x’ Ax + f(x) of nonlinear vector differential equations, where

the nonlinear term f(x) is quadratic with orthogonality property xTf(x) 0 for all x, is

point-dissipative if uTAu < 0 for all nontrivial zeros u of f(x).
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I. INTRODUCTION.

We are concerned with a class of nonlinear vector equations of the form
x Ax + f(x)

where the nonlinear term f(x) is quadratic of the form

f(x)

(1.1)

The n n matrices Ci} are symmetric with the orthogonality property

xTf(x) =0 (1.2)
for all x.

We are interested in investigating the conditions on the n n matrix A and f(x) so

that the system is point-dissipative, i.e., there is a bounded region which every trajectory
of the system eventually enters and remains within.
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II. DEFINITIONS.

For each vector xT (ix I, x2 Xn), we define the matrix C(x)

as follows:
n

(0 =Z txiCi’’A+
i=l

(2.1)

The mapping xQy: R
n

R
n

x -, Rn, where

xTClY
xQy

xTny

can be regarded as a commutative multiplication in Rn. Note that

fix) xQx

and the quadratic formula

(2.2)

3

f(ClUl + C2 U2 + C3U3) X cicjuiQuj
i,j=l

is true for all vectors ul, u2, u3 and all scalars c I, c2, c3.

(2.3)

In addition to the standard vector addition and scalar multiplication in Rn, this

multiplication xQy gives the vector space Rn an additional structure of a commutative but

generally non-associative algebra B. The algebra B is determined uniquely by the
symmetric n x n matrices {Ci}. This algebra has been studied by many specially by

Markus [1], Gerber, [2], and Frayman [3].
Some algebraic properties of this algebra B will be used to investigate the

conditions for point-dissipativeness of the system (1.1). We arc specially interested in

the concepts of nilpotent and idempotcnt elements of the algebra B. A nilpotcnt clement

v # 0 satisfies f(v) vQv 0, while an idempotent element v 0 satisfies f(v) vQv v.

It has been proved [3] that in any such algebra B (with or without the orthogonality
property xT(xQx) 0 for all x) generated by any given n symmetric matrices {Ci}, there

exists at least one of these elements.
In our case, because of the orthogonality property (1.2), there cannot exist an

idempotent element in the algebra B. For, if u # 0 is an idempotcnt, then

0 uTf(u) uT(uQu) uTu Ilull2 0 gives us a contradiction. Hence, there must exist

at least one nilpotent element in the algebra B. Again by (2.3), a scalar multiple of a

nilpotent is also a nilpotcnt. Hence, the nonlinear quadratic term f(x) in (1.1) has at least

one 1-dimensional subspacc of zeros.

As an example of system (1.1) with orthogonality property (1.2), we cite the

Lorenz system: x’= Ax + f(x) (2.4)

where
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a
A= r -1

0 0

f(x) -xz
xy

a>O, r>O, b>O

IH. LEMMA 1. If there exists an o so that C(tx) is positive definite, then the system

x" Ax + fix) is point-dissipative.

The condition on A and f(x) which guarantees the existence of such an at is the

topic of our main theorem.

PROOF OF LEMMA 1. Suppose that there exists a vector at such that the

matrix C(at) is positive definite. To show that the system (1.1) is point-dissipative, we

need to exhibit a bounded region G so that the (positive) trajectory of each solution of

(1.1) eventually enters and remains in G. We construct a Lyapunov function of the form

)T(x at)V(x) (x-o
for which

(x) atT Ax- xrc(at) x

Since the quadratic term xTC(at)x dominates the linear term atTAx, the set

S=lx V(x)>_0} (3.1)

is bounded. Hence we can choose r0 > 0, sufficiently large, so that the level set (sphere)

V(x) r0 contains in its interior the bounded set S. We choose the interior of the sphere

V(x) r0 to be our bounded region G. Let P0 be a point outside of G and O(t, P0) be the

solution of (1.1) with O(0,P0) P0" Let V(x)= r be the level set of V(x) passing

through P0" Clearly r > r0. Let H be the annular closed region formed by the two

concentric spheres V(x) r and V(x) r0. Since the bounded set S lies inside the

sphere V(x) r0, (x) < 0 on H. Therefore, V(O(t, P0)) is a decreasing function of on

H. Hence, the trajectory of O(t, P0)) must enter the sphere V(x) r and cannot go

outside of the sphereV(x) r at any time > 0. Suppose that the trajectory of O(t, P0)
cannot enter the region G. Then it must remain in H for all time > 0. It must have a limit

point P in H. By using standard proof we can show that V (P) 0 which gives us a

contradiction as V (x) < 0 on H. Hence, the trajectory of O(t, P0) must eventually enter

the bounded region G and cannot go out of G by the decreasing property of V(O(t, P0))
and therefore must remain in G.

IV. THEOREM. For n 2, 3, the system x" Ax + f(x) is point-dissipative if and only if
uTAu < 0for all nontrivial zeros u off(x).

For n 2, the theorem has already been proved by Bose and Reneke [1 ]. Hence

we will give the proof for n 3. In order to prove the theorem, all we need to show is that

the condition uTAu < 0 for all nontrivial zeros of f(x) implies that there exists a vector at

such that the matrix C(at) is positive definite. Hence, by Lemma 1, the theorem will be

proved.
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We also need the following definitions and lemmas:

DEFINITION 1. Let Z be the set of all zeros off(x). That is Z contains the zero

vector and all the nilpotents of the algebra B.
DEFINITION 2. S(u, v) is the 2-dimensional subspace of R3 generated by two

linearly independent vectors u and v.

DEFINITION 3. S(u) is the 1-dimensional subspace of R3 generated by a

nontrivial vector u.

LEMMA 2. If u is a zero off(x), then uQx is orthogonal to ufor all x.

LEMMA 3. If u, v are two linearly independent zeros off(x), then S(u, v) C Z if
and only ifuQv O.

PROOF OF LEMMA 2. Suppose that u be a zero of fix). Then by using the

quadratic formula (2.3) and the orthogonality relations (u + x)T f(u + x) 0, (u x)T f(u
x) 0, we can show that uT(uQx) 0, for all x.

PROOF OF LEMMA 3. Let u and v be two linearly independent zeros of fix).

Suppose that uQv 0. Then f(clu + c2v) c] uQu + 2tic2 uQv + c2 vQv 0 implies that

clu + c2v is in Z for any two scalars c and c2. Hence, S(u, v) :: Z. Conversely, suppose

that S(u, v) <:: Z. Then u + v is in Z and

0 f(u + v) uQu + 2uQv + vQv 2 uQv implies that uQv 0.
Let u1, u2, u3 be a basis of R3, then for any vector x d u + d2 u2 + d3 u3,

A
xTc(o) x T f(x) xTAx --dT C(x)d (4.1)

A
where dT (d d2, d3) and the matrix C(o ((cij)) with

cij xT (uiQuj) uiTAuj, i, 1, 2, 3,

Cij =Cji
Hence, in order to show that the matrix C0x) is positive definite for some x, all we need

A
to show is that the matrix C(x) is positive definite for some x.

PROOF OF THE THEOREM. That the condition "uTAu < 0 for all nontrivial u in

Z" is necessary follows from (4.1). Hence we need only to show that it is also sufficient.

The proof of the theorem depends on the nature of the set Z of all zeros of f(x).
We need to consider the following cases:

Case 1. (a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Z contains 3 linearly independent vectors with three
2-dimensional subspace of zeros.

Z contains 3 linearly independent vectors with two

2-dimensional subspace of zeros.

Z contains 3 linearly independent vectors with one

2-dimensional subspace of zeros.

Z contains 3 linearly independent vectors with no

2-dimensional subspace of zeros.
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Case 2. (a)

(b)

Z contains 2 linearly independent vectors with one

2-dimensional subspace of zeros.

Z contains 2 linearly independent vectors with no

2-dimensional subspace of zeros.

Case 3. Z contains only one linearly independent vector.

Case l(a) cannot happen. For suppose that u 1, u2, u3 be three linearly

independent vector in Z so that Z S(u 1, u2) u S(u1, u3) u S(u2, u3). Then by lemma 3

3

uiQu 0, for all i, 1, 2, 3. Hence, for any vector x C lU + c2u2 + c3u3, f(x) Z
i,j=l

cicjuiQu 0, implies that f(x) 0, for all x.

Case l(b) also cannot happen. For suppose that u 1, u2, u 3 be three linearly

independent vectors in Z so that Z S(u 1, u2) LI S(Ul, u3) LI S(u3). Then by lemma 3,

uiQu 0, for 1, 2, 3, UlQU2-- 0, UlQU3 0 but u2Qu3 # 0. Now f(u + u2 + u3)=2u2Qu3

T (u2Qu3) 0. This implies by lemmaand (u + u2 + u3) Tf(u + u2 + u3) 0 implies that u

2 that u2Qu3 is orthogonal to each of the basis vector u 1, u2, u3 and hence u2Qu3 0,

contradicting our hypothesis.

Case l(c). Let u1, u2, u3 be three linearly independent vectors in Z so that

Z=S(ul,u2) O S(u3). HereuiQui=0,i= 1,2,3, UlQU2=0butulQu3#0,u2Qu3#0.
By hypothesis of the theorem

2

(ClUl + C2u2)T A(ClUl + c2u2) Z cicjur Auj
i,j=l

Ul
T Au

Au
2

for all (c 1, c2) # (0, 0). That is

-UlT Au2

<0

Au
2
| is positive definite.

-u

-u Au2)

Again UlQU3 and u2Qu3 must be linearly independent. For suppose that

Cl(UlQU3) + c2(u2Qu3) 0, for some scalars c and c2. Taking inner product respectively

with u and u2 and using lemma 2, we get

C2ulT (u2Qu3) 0

ClU2
T (UlQU3) 0.

T (u2Qu3) 0 implies by lemma 2 that u2Qu3 is orthogonal to each of the basisNow u

vector u 1, u2, u3 and hence u2Qu3 0 contradicting our hypothesis that u2Qu3 0.
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Therefore UlT(U2Qu3) ,: 0, implying that c2 0. Similarly c 0. Hence UlQU3 and u2Qu3

are linearly independent. We can choose a vector t such that

txT (UlQU3) u Au3 0

T Au3 0.0tT (u2Qu3) u
2

For such a choice of 0t, the matrix C(0t) becomes

0 u Au3

which is positive definite.

Case (d). Let u 1, u2, u3 be three linearly independent vectors in Z so that

Z S(Ul) U S(u2) LI S(u3).
Here uiQu 0, if and uiQuj 0, if j. As in case l(c), we can show that UlQU2,

UlQU3, u2Qu3 are linearly independent. Hence we can choose a vector o: such that

c12 oT (UlQU2) u Au2 --0

el 3 txT (UlQU3) ulT Au3 0

c23 o:T (u2Qu3) u2T Au3 0.

For such a choice of tx, the matrix C(tx) becomes

0 0 u Au3

which is posidve definite.
Case 2(a). Let u 1, u2 be two linearly independent vectors in Z such that

Z S(u1, u2). We can assume that u and u2 are two unit vectors orthogonal to each

other. Let u3 be a unit vector such that u1, u2, u3 form a orthonormal basis of R3. Here,

UlQU UlQU2 u2Qu2 O, u3Qu3 ; 0

Since UlQU3 is orthogonal to u and u3Qu3 is orthogonal to u3, we can write

UlQU3 tlU2 + t.2u3, u3Qu3 plUl + p2u2

Using the orthogonality property (u + u3) Tf(u + u3) 0, we can show that

Pl 2t’2" Hence, u3Qu3 2t2u + p2u2, (t2, P2) (0, 0). Similarly we can show that

u2Qu3 tlU - p2u3 Now, in this case 0. For 0 implies that

P2 t2 ) P2 t2f "-1 ul "’"1 u2 + u3 0. Since --- u -1 u2 + u3 is not in Z, we get a
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contradiction. Hence, u Qu3 t2u3, u2Qu3 " p2u3 u3Qu3 2t2u + p2u2 As in

case (c),

u u

T An2 ul Au2)u

is positive definite. Taking x rt
2

u + rP2 u2, where r > 0, to be chosen suitably,

A

the matrix C(x)becomes

() uTAu
uT Au3

-uTAu2 ulTAu3
uIAu2 uIAu3

uIAu3 r(t22+p22)-uAu3

A
Here, det C(o:) r(t22 + p) +Swhere i is a constant

T(incepenaent of r). Clearly we can choose r > 0, sufficiently large, to make r(t22 + p) u3

Au3 > 0 and det C(x) > 0. In other words we can choose a vector x such that C(x) is

positive definite.

Case 2(b). Let u 1, u2 be two linearly independent unit vectors in Z so that

Z S(u1) LI S(u2). Let u3 be a unit vector orthogonal to S(u 1, u2). Then u1, u2, u3 form a

basis of R3 with u u 0, u u2 0. Here, UlQU2 0 and u3Qu3 ; 0. As in previous

cases we can show using lemma 2 and the orthogonality property of f(x) that

TUlQU2 s2u3, s2 ; 0, UlQU3 -(tlU u2)u + tlU2 + t2u3,

u3Qu3 (2t2 + q2 ulTu2)ul + q2u2 and

u2Qu3=-(t1+ 2
ul+(t + 2)(ulTu2) u2+ u..

-(uTu2 -(uTu2)

Now in this case t2-0 implies tl-0. For, if t2--0, then f/-2-2 Ul-t u3/=0 implies that

0. Hence 0 implies that 2 0.

In order to prove case 2(b), we also need the following two results:

s
2(i) If tl 0, then + 0

(uT u2)2

(ii) If 0, then 2t2 ulT u2 q2 1- ulT u
2

; 0

To prove result (i), suppose that 0. We need to show that the vectors UlQU2, UlQU3,
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u2Qu3 are linearly dependent. Suppose that they are linearly independent.

Then u3Qu3 Cl(UlQU2) + c2(UlQU3) + c3(u2Qu3) for some (c 1, c2, c3) (0, 0, 0). Now

c2u + - c3u2 u3) (’ c2c3 + c1) (UlQU2) ( c2c3 + c1) s2u3

_12Since (1/2 c2u + " c3u2 u3)T f(_ c2u + " c3u2 u3) 0, we have - c2c3 + c 0. This in

turn implies that f( c2u + " c3u2 u3) 0 giving us a contradiction. Hence

Cl(UlQU2) + c2(UlQU3) + c3(u2Qu3) 0, for some (c 1, c2, c3) ; (0, 0, 0). That is

2 + 2 (UlT u2) C
3

at is (cl, c2, c3) (0, 0, 0) must a solution of the line system

elS2+C2t2+Tl2t2uu2-q2 1- uu2 Ic3 =0

Now

s2
UlT u2 tl +’

Since u and u2 are two linearly independent unit vectors, lulT u21 < and therefore

s
2(u u2)2 ; 0. If + ; 0, then c2 c3 0. This in turn implies that Cl 0

1- (ulT u2)
2

contradicting our hypothesis that (c 1, c2, c3) (0, 0, 0). Hence : 0 implies that

s
2+ =0.

To prove result (ii), suppose that 0. If 2t2(ulT u2)- q2(1- (ulT u2)2) 0, then

(2t2 + q2(ulT u2)) (UlT u2) q2’ UlQU2 s2u3, s2 # 0, UlQU3 t2u3,
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q2 T
u2 : 0) and u2Qu3u + q2u2 (assuming uu3Qu3 uT u

2

2

q2 2s
2u

2 + u
3and f ulT u2 (u u2/2 0. Since s2 # 0, this implies a contradiction.

Therefore 0 implies that 2t2(ulT u2)- q2(1- (ulT u2)2 # 0. In case ulT u2 0, we can

show that q2 # 0.

To prove case 2(b), we will consider the following two subcases:
(g) # 0, and

(h) --0.

Consider the subcase (g) first. We have 0, then by result (i) +
s
2

For this subcase UlQU2 s2u3, s2 0, UlQU3 (tlUT u2) ul + tlU2 + t2u3,

=0.

(uT u2)2)} u3, u3Qu3 q2 Ul u2) Ul + q2u2u2Qu3 {t2(uT u2)" " q2 (1- (2t2 + T

Taking 0t klU + k2u2 + k3u3 the entries cij of the matrix C(ct) becomes,

T AUl, uIAu2Cl u c22

C12 oTulQU2 uTAu s2k3o ulTAu2
/

(uT u2)2) q2} k3

c33 gTR3QR3 u An3 -2t2k {2RT u2 q2 (1-(uT u2)2)} k2 uAu3

We can chs k3 so that c12 gTRT Qu2 uT An2 0. For this k3

c23 gTu2Qu3 u Au3 constant 8 (say). After choosing k3, we can now choos k2

so that c13 gTulQu3 uT Au3 0. After chasing k2 and k3 in this way, we now choos

k t2r, wh r > 0 to be chosen suitably. For such a choice of g, c33 Tu3Qu3 u

2Au3 2 r + a where a is a coaster independent of r d the matrix C() becomes

u Au 0 0

C() 0 u Au2
20 2
r+a

Clely we can chse r > 0, sufficiently lge to me C() positive definite. The
sue (h) e be sillily disposed of, using the fact that 0 implies

2t2(u u2)- q2(1- (u u2)2) 0.
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Case 3. Let u be a unit vector in Z so that Z S(u). Let u, v, w be an orthonormal

basis of R3. By our assumption vQv 0 and wQw 0. Using lemma 2 and the

orthogonality property (1.2), we can write
uQv iv + s2w uQw iv + t2w
vQv 2SlU + pw wQw 2t2u + qv

vQw -(t + s2)u- " pv- " qwwe will solve this case by considering three subcases:

is of rank 2Subcase (a): Dffi
s2 t2

Subcase (b): D is or rank

Subcase (c): D is or rank 0

We also need the following two results (i) and (ii):
(i) 2 0 implies 0

(ii) s 0 implies s2 0

The result (i) can be proved as in case 2(b). For the result (ii), suppose that

s 0 and s2 0. Then f (’ pu s2v) 0 implies a contradiction. Hence, s 0

implies s2 0.

Now consider the subcase (a). The matrix D is non-singular. This implies by (i)
and (ii) that Slt2 # 0, otherwise we would get a row of zeros. Wc will like to show that

the quadratic form xTDx 0 for any x # 0. Suppose that there exists xT (x I, x2) # (0, 0)

such that xTDx 0. Since Slt2 0, it follows that XlX2 0.

sl tl /Since D is non-singular, the transpose DT is also non-singular and
s2 2

ffSlXl +tlX2/
S2X + t2X2)

Without loss of generality, suppose that S2Xl + t2x2 0. Then for any scalar

tc f(cu + XlV + x2w) {2c(s2x + t2x2) + Xl(XlP- x2q)} v + w

Since s2x + t2x2 # 0, we can choose the scalar c, to make f(cu + XlV + x2w) 0

contradicting the fact that xIx2 0. Hence xTDx 0 for any x # 0. Therefore by continuity,

xT Dx xT tl + s2_ x

2 t2 )
is either positive definite or negative definite. In either case

I
Slt2-(t +S2)2 > 0

(4.2) also implies that s and t,2 are of the same sign.

(4.2)

Taking x klU + k2v + k3w, the entries cij of the matrix C(x) becomes

C11 xTuQu uTAu uTAu
c12 TuQv- uTAv slk2 + s2k3 uTAv
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cl 3 xTuQw uTAw tlk2 + t2k3 uTAw
c22 o:TvQv- vTAv =-2Slk + pk3 vTAv
c33 o:TwQw- wTAw 2t2k + qk2 wTAw

c23 oTvQw vTAw (t + s2) k - pk2 - qk2 vTAw
Since D is non-singular, we can choose k2 and k3 so that c12 c13 0. Since

and 2 are of the same sign, we can choose k with Ikll sufficiently large to make

c22 > 0, c33 > 0 and

c22 c23 { s2)2} 2
4Slt2-(t + +k d +d2>0c23 c33 kl

A

where d and d2 are constants. Hence for such a choice ofk1, k2, k3 the matrix C(o:)

becomes

which is positive definite.

uT Au 0 0

0 c22 c23
0 c23 c33

Now consider the subcase (b). Here rank D 1. Without loss of generality we
can assume that (t 1, 2) ; (0, 0). This implies that 2 ; 0, by property (i). Let

(s 1, s2) k(t1, t2). This implies thatk tl/t2. For suppose that k ; tl/t2. Then for any

scalar c, f(cu + t2v tlW) {2c(kt2 1) + t2P + tlq] (tlV + t2w)
Since kt2 ; 0, we can choose the scalar c so that f(cu + t2v lw) 0 implying that

2 0 contradicting our assumption. This also implies that t2P + tlq ; 0. Hence

t 2
With this D

2

uQv tl v + tlW
2

uQw iv + t2w

vQv =----- u + pw
wQw -2t2u + qv

vQw -2tlU - pv - qwSince vQv ; 0, we have (t 1, p) ; (0, 0). Taking x " r2t2u + rlqv + rlPW, where r > 0,

r2 > 0 to be chosen suitably, the entries cij of the matrix C(x) becomes

rltuTAu, c12 =.--2 (tlq + t2P)- uTAv, c13 rl(tlq + t2P) uTAw
ell

2
c22 r2t + rlP

2 vTAv, c23 tlt2r2 -rlPq vTAw

c33 r2t22 + rlq2- wTAw
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Cll c12
c uTAu > 0, r2 (-uTAu)t + d (rl), where d (r I) is a quadraticNow

el2 C22

in r and det (tx) r2 [(- uTAu) (tlq + t2p)2rl + d2] + d3 (rl) where d2 is a constant

and d3(rl) is a cubic polynomial in rI. Hence, if 0, then we can choose r > 0 large
enough to make (uTAu) (tlq + t2P)2 r + d2 > 0. After choosing such an r > 0, we can

choose r2 > 0 sufficiently large to make
C c
11 12

c12 C22
A

> 0 and det C(x) > 0. In

A

otherwords we can choose x so that C(o) is positive definite.

Cll Cl2
If 0, then uTAu)p2rl + d4, where d4 is a constant and

Cl2 c22

det C(:)--r2t [(- uTAu)p2rl + d41 + d5 (rl), where ds(r1) is a quadratic in r1. As before

we can choose r > 0 to make

(- uTAu) p2r + d4 > 0

and after choosing such an r > 0, we can choose r2 > 0 to make det C(:) ", 0. In other

words we can choose an so that C(x) is positive definite.

Now consider the subcase (c). Here rank D 0, which implies that Sl--S2=t t2=0.

Hence uQv 0, uQw 0, vQv pw, p 0, wQw qv, q e 0, vQw pv qw and

f(qv + pw) 0.

Since pq # 0, this implies a contradiction. Hence, subcase (c) cannot happen.
This completes the proof.

For an example, the Lorenz system (2.4)
x’= Ax + f(x), where

(-a a O) (0 /A= r -1 0 ,a>O, r>O, b>O andf(x)= -xz
0 0 -b xy

is point dissipative. The vectors u (1, O, 0), v (0, 1, 0), w (0, O, 1) are three linearly

independent zeros of f(x) and Z S(u) J S(v, w). The condition uTAu < 0 for all u Z

can easily be verified.
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